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Promises we make
Among the many promises we make during our lives — to our
faith, to our community, to our nation — our promise to family
may be of primary importance. The trust between parent and child
begins with the gift of health — a promise to give our kids the best
possible start in life.
When it comes to ensuring children’s health, Intermountain
Healthcare has consistently been a parent’s steadfast partner. Now
Intermountain will take this commitment to the next level through
a sweeping, $500 million promise to build the nation’s model
health system for children — a promise that will be 50% funded by
Intermountain and 50% through gifts from the community to the
Intermountain Foundation’s Primary Promise Campaign.
This campaign will help our community fulfill its loving promise
to the next generation. Visionary donors will partner with
Intermountain Healthcare to save lives, ensure well-being,
seek knowledge, and deliver the future.
We know the illnesses we cure today and the
healthy habits we instill will mean a lifetime of
thriving — a lifetime in which our children can
fulfill both our hopes and their own
boundless promise.
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1M+
children living in our
service area

Your partner
in the promise
As parents strive to keep children healthy, they have a powerful ally:
Intermountain Healthcare.
In 1975, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints gave
its hospital assets — including Primary Children’s Hospital — to
the community to form Intermountain Healthcare. In exchange,
the Church charged Intermountain to become a “model health
system,” providing affordable, accessible, and extraordinary care.
Now ranked among the world’s most innovative and
cost-effective not-for-profit health systems, Intermountain
continues to fulfill its promise.
Our dedication to “help people live the healthiest lives possible”
finds its highest expression in our care for children. Each year,
Intermountain serves more than 100,000 children from Utah to
Wyoming, Idaho, Nevada, Montana, and all the way to Alaska,
meeting each child’s needs regardless of their family’s ability to
pay. Anchoring Intermountain’s commitment is Primary Children’s
Hospital, whose national reputation is sustained in partnership with
the pediatric specialists at the University of Utah.
Our commitment is “the child, first and always” — because
there could be nothing more precious than the vulnerable lives
entrusted to us.
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A promise tested
Whether native or transplant, Utahns value family. For years, Utah has
been home to one of the nation’s highest birth rates.
Intermountain must respond to this tidal wave of responsibility.
Already, more than half of our young patients must travel more than
an hour to reach Primary Children’s main campus. In the future,
we must serve many more children, in more communities, more
comprehensively, and in new ways.
This is a defining moment in the history of pediatric care — a oncein-a-generation moment that will shape children’s health for decades
to come, both locally and nationally. But such a grandiose statement
only begins to explain the urgency of our work: As any parent can
attest, a child is a child for such a short time, and the effects of the
care we provide during this vital period are lifelong.
Every day we delay in achieving our vision is a missed opportunity
to help a child. With stakes this high, we cannot hesitate.
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Responding to the challenge

Our future is clear. We must bring comprehensive care closer
to home for every family. Pursue novel cures and treatments.
Educate and empower families to keep kids well. Help
vulnerable children thrive in a challenging world, support
their emotional health, and aid their transition to adulthood.
These goals underpin Intermountain’s Primary
Promise — a projected $500 million, multi-faceted,
region-wide, and generation-spanning plan to
build the nation’s model health system for children.
Integral to this plan, Intermountain must:
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Strengthen Primary Children’s Hospital in

Pediatric
Research

Salt Lake City, pushing the boundaries
of the nation’s best, most cost-effective
pediatric care.
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Address emerging health needs, reaching
beyond our hospital walls to ensure
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community environments that keep children
healthy, happy, and safe.
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Extend care excellence across the
Intermountain West, so more families can
access top-quality resources for children.

This Primary Promise can only be fulfilled
through The Primary Promise Campaign — the
Intermountain Foundation’s multiyear effort to
inspire giving from visionary philanthropists and
future donors throughout the Intermountain West.
By supporting the Primary Promise initiatives, donors
can bring pediatric care to a new level.
Success is vital — not just because our new model
of care will be emulated and replicated nationwide,
but because our own kids will be the first to benefit.
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Address Emerging
Health Needs

We will reach beyond our hospital walls to ensure
community environments that keep children healthy,
happy, and safe.
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Extend Pediatric
Excellence Across the
Intermountain West

More than half of the children treated at Primary Children’s
Hospital must travel more than an hour for their care.
Primary Promise will help make our excellent care more
accessible so more families can access top-quality
resources for children.
SECOND PRIMARY CHILDREN’S
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A promise to our future
Intermountain is a strong organization. But no matter how well
resourced we may be, the needs of the communities we serve are
greater still.
Today we face two great challenges: the responsibility to care
for thousands more children, and a unique opportunity to elevate
pediatric care both locally and nationally.
Intermountain itself is providing significant investment in this
endeavor. But success ultimately depends on community partnership —
through visionary gifts to The Primary Promise Campaign.
The campaign’s legacy will be far-reaching. It will cement Primary
Children’s Hospital’s “best in the West” aspiration. It will fast-track
discoveries and life-changing treatments. It will enable a seamless
network of pediatric care across a 400,000-square-mile footprint —
a breakthrough achieved nowhere else in the nation.
Our children are our future. By ensuring their health, we sustain
our region’s enviable quality of life. More importantly, we will fulfill the
primary promise of one generation to the next: health, happiness, and
limitless potential.
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Let us promise together
The region with the nation’s fastestgrowing pediatric population should have
the nation’s best pediatric care.
It’s only natural that the Intermountain West — as a great wellspring
of economic opportunity, volunteerism, and entrepreneurship —
should also lead the way in healthcare for its children.
Intermountain’s Primary Promise Campaign represents a oncein-a-generation opportunity to affect the future of our community.
Where else could a single philanthropic gift simultaneously advance
care for our own children locally, as well as reverberate nationwide?
With Intermountain Healthcare and Primary Children’s Hospital,
we have invested our deepest trust: the lives of our children. Now
we must invest our resources — and thereby equip our children’s
unrivaled caregivers for the urgent work we ask of them.
Together with Intermountain Foundation, we are committed to
raising $250 million or more in philanthropy to make the Primary
Promise vision a reality.
There could be no better reason than this to stretch in a heartfelt
act of giving. Please join us, with a philanthropic gift that promises a
profound impact on lives and families, communities, and generations.
Sincerely,

Crystal Maggelet

Steve Lund

Gail Miller

Campaign Tri-chair

Campaign Tri-chair

Campaign Tri-chair

